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Paper Augmented Digital Documents



My desk



Affordances of paper documents [Sellen 01]

• Easy to navigate
– Two-handed interactions and tactile feedback
– Reading across more than one document at once

• Easy to annotate
– Directly on the document or on a nearby pad

• Well accepted during meetings
– Socially accepted conventions

• Very difficult to modify
– Printed documents are created and edited as digital documents

• Expensive to distribute and archive



Editing and proofreading documents

• IMF study [Sellen 01]
– IMF has large IT resource
– Still relies extensively on paper

• More convenient
• Fosters better collaboration

• Transfer back to the digital world is expensive



Bridging the gap: previous work

• Digital emulation
– FreeStyle system [Wang 89]
– MATE [Hardock 93]
– XLibris [Schilit 98], [Golovchinsky 02]

• Tight coupling
– DigitalDesk [Wellner 93], Ariel [Mackay 95]
– A-Book [Mackay 02]
– PaperLink [Arai 97]
– Intelligent Paper [Dymetman 98]

• Paper as input device
– Xax [Johnson 93]
– Anoto
– Paper PDA [Heiner 99], [Avrahami 01]



Cohabitation



System architecture



Stroke capture

From Anoto documentation

• Requirement
– Stroke coordinates on the page
– Page ID
– Large address space

• Possible technologies
– Anoto
– DataGlyphs [Hecht 94]
– MEMO pen [Nabeshima 95]



Printing user content 

• Pen camera use IR light
– Pattern should be printed using IR absorbing inks
– User content should be printed with IR transparent ink

• C, M, Y are IR transparent
• Black should be printed as C+M+Y not K

• Pattern is time consuming to print
– Use pre-printed paper
– Use new fast (but expensive) color printer



Stroke recovery

• Recover strokes from pen
– When users synchronize their pen



Stroke recovery

• Recover strokes from pen
– When users synchronize their pen

• Find the corresponding digital document
– Paper documents can be exchanged between users

• Requires a distributed directory system



From paper to document space



Multi-page printing



Stroke recovery

• Recover strokes from pen
– When users synchronize their pen

• Find the corresponding digital document
– Paper documents can be exchanged between users

• Requires a distributed directory system

• Processing the strokes
– From a simple overlay to application dependent processing
– Printed documents are expensive to duplicate

• Stroke processing near the database
• Need for access control

– Per documents, pages, or pen ID



PADD prototype as an Acrobat plug-in

• Feasibility study focusing on calibration problems
– Use pre-printed paper
– HP 5550 with black cartridge removed

• Automatically use CMY to emulate black
– Document acts as its own database

• Personal use only
• Only one out-standing copy per document
• Strokes are simply overlaid on top of the document



PADD Acrobat plug-in

Paper Digital



PADD: detail I

Original text from the Economist



PADD detail II





TabletPC?

• Ease of navigation and annotation
– Paper is easy to navigate
– Paper is easy to annotate

• Display size
– Digital high-resolution engineering drawing?
– Multi-document interactions? 

• Practical issues
– Paper is low cost
– Paper is resilient
– Paper does not have batteries (but the pen does!)



Future work

• Full infrastructure
– First for workgroup
– Then for larger group

• Better, more powerful stroke processing
– Transparent insertion of marks inside word processor documents

• Marks should reflow and resize with the text
– Other application specific processing

• Detailed access to document life cycle
– Ethnographic studies

• Beyond self-report on paper usage



Conclusion

• Paper Augmented Digital Documents
– Cohabitation: paper and computer on an equal footing

• Design framework
– Understanding the design space of paper-computer interactions
– Proposed architecture 

• Prototype demonstrating feasibility
– Printing and calibration possible using available technology
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